Based on the new computational capability of solving fully-coupled fluid and flexible body in a monolithic algorithm, we are allowed to simulate three-dimensional flapping flexible wings in this study. For better sensor placement on wings, we consider massless small-size particles being released upstream and calculate the distribution and adsorption of the particles on wings. The massless and small-size assumption allows to neglect any effect from particles to flow and structure, thus it provides the convenience of using precalculated simulation database and track the particles in a post-process. The approach is first applied on a two-dimensional flexible airfoil with active plunging and passive pitching motion and we study different effects from particle detection range, adsorption rate, the amplitude and frequency of plunging motion, and the wing flexibility. Most particles are detected in the leading-edge region, though the distribution can vary by the change of above parameters. Then we take the investigation further on three-dimensional flapping wings, where the study focuses on the effect of angle of attack and adsorption rate. Unlike the 2D case, the 3D case suggests that the trailing edge is the most sensible area to detect particles.
I. Introduction
Future Army operations may likely employ autonomous micro-air vehicles (MAVs) for reconnaissance missions to act as "eyes and ears" for soliders, providing situational awareness that will shape command decisions. A possible approach for accomplishing this mission is to engineer a biologically-inspired flapping wing insect that can maneuver into confined areas and possess hovering capabilities. Insect-like MAVs have great potential for limited duration electronic surveillance and sensor-based detection for both military and civilian missions [1] . Due to their small size (typically, less than 15 cm in dimension), cm-scale flapping wing MAVs with autonomous operability offer several distinct advantages, among these are portability, low noise, low altitude aerial surveillance, low radar cross section, low power consumption, and ease of generation of lift or thrust at low weight.
While fixed wing MAVs use the wing span, the angle of attack as a function of forward airspeed, and the surface area to gain lift and thrust, flapping wing systems generate lift through the flapping wing beat frequency. A significant advantage of the flapping wing systems is lower bandwidth wherein the cyclic control inputs to maintain lift and stability operate at lower frequencies as compared to a rotor system [2] . However, due to the severe weight limitations (typically, less than 50g in mass) carrying payload to accomplish mission requirements remains a major barrier for flapping wing MAVs. One strategy is to provide embedded capability by incorporating multifunctional structural material into the vehicle design. In such a scenario, sensor platforms could be formed on the wing surfaces by incorporating next generation nano-based sensing capabilities.
Significant technical challenges exist for the flapping wing MAV to perform in adverse weather conditions (i.e., wind gust and precipitation) may be overcome by providing adaptability or shape control of the wing structure to create effective aerodynamic forces [3] . The complex interaction of complex actively-controlled flapping motion and the sensing platforms on the wing surfaces suggests the need for an understanding of how the structural function of the wing will affect its interaction with desired sensing environments. Therefore, the primary objective of this study is to investigate optimal sensor placement on the flapping wing surface via numerical solid-fluid interaction analysis.
In our study, we used a strong-coupling approach to simulate highly flexible wings interacting with surrounding fluid flows in a globally Eulerian framework for both fluid and solid. By their distinctive characters, fluids and solids are conventionally treated separately as distinct materials and in different computational domains [4] [5] [6] [7] . As the result, the body-fitted mesh resolving the fluid parts needs to move and deform accordingly with the fluid-soild interface. The grid regeneration can be very expensive and sometimes fragile in large deforming. The interpolation of variables to the new mesh can also be computationally expensive [6] . Therefore, several approaches using non-body-fitted mesh become attractive because of the simplicity in resolving moving body or body with complex geometries. These approaches include distributed Lagrange multiplier [8] , immersed boundary method [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] , and immersed-interface method [20] [21] [22] . Among all these, immersed boundary method stands out by its relatively simple implementation and outstanding flexibility in handling moving and complex boundary/geometry. Starting from the original idea proposed by Peskin [11] to use body force to mimic solid boundary, different variations of immersed boundary (a.k.a. embedded boundary) approaches have been developed [13] . For flapping wing problems, most immersed boundary approaches apply for prescribed motion and deformation [13] [14] [15] [17] [18] [19] . When fluid-structure interaction is involved, normal approach is to solve fluid flow and solid structure separately in two solvers, and the information exchanges continuously between fluid and solid domain at the interface [23] . However, since fluid and solid are treated by two distinct solvers, the convergency by iterations is not guaranteed. Based on Zhao et. al's monolithic algorithm to solve fluid-solid system [24] (similar idea was suggested in Boffi et. al's work [25] ), we recently developed an approach to handle flapping flexible wings in the same spirit of immersed boundary method [26] . The basic idea is to solve fluid motion and solid motion (including both prescribed and fully-coupled) monolithically in a combined equation in globally Eulerian framework, where the solid wing structure is embedded using immersed boundary technique.
In the paper, the optimal sensor placement is defined as the way for the flexible wing to detect most particles from the surrounding fluid. To track and detect the particles, there are both Eulerian and Lagrangian approaches [27] . The Eulerian approach treats particles as a continuous phase to solve a multi-phase problem; the Lagrangian approach [27] [28] [29] instead solves Newton's equation for individual particles, where approximations are made to simplify the forces by fluid-particle and particle-particle interactions. In the current paper, the particles are treated in both Eulerian and Lagrangian manners. Being assumed massless and small-size, the particles are not distinguished from the fluid. So that, the velocity of particles can be easily extracted from the Eulerian fluid field through interpolation. However, being assumed to carry different "information" (e.g. chemical, smell, pollution), each particles are tracked in a Lagrangian manner. The basic idea is: 1) first computing flow field database of flexible flapping wings without considering particles; 2) tracking the particles with the velocity field from the database; 3) with the position of flapping wings (also from the database of step 1), checking the possible adsorption/detection of particles by sensors painted on the wings. It is worth noting that only the first step is computationally expensive.
For the rest of the paper, the algorithms for flapping wing simulation and particle tracking are shown in section II. Then, results of both 2D and 3D cases are shown and discussed in section III. The conclusion is in section IV.
II. Numerical algorithms

II.A. Simulation of flexible flapping wings
In Eulerian framework, the mass and momentum conservation for fluid and solid can be presented in the same manner [24, 25] as
For Newtonian fluid, the stress tensor,
The substitution of (3) into momentum equation leads to the famous Navier-Stokes equation for fluid flow,
For solid, the stress tensor includes both viscous and elastic components,
where, τ visc can be assumed to be similar to fluid viscous stress, and the elastic stress term using a neoHooken model is
Thus, the momentum equation for solid is
With the same continuity equation and similar momentum equations, we can write a combined equation for the entire fluid-solid system in an Eulerian point of view [26] :
Two assumptions are made here for simplicity: 1) ρ s = ρ f ; 2) µ f s = µ f . Those assumptions can be dropped, for example, to consider the mass ratio effect [30] . The above equation is actually a modified Navier-Stokes equation. Besides the classical fluid mechanics terms, there are two special terms: one for solid stress and the other for prescribed moving trajectory. Using a characteristic function χ s defined by
we have specified a "solid region" Ω s to apply elastic stress. The region will be tracked throughout the computation. Similarly, a characteristic function χ c is defined for a "control region" Ω c where we control/prescribe the desired moving trajectory. In the control region, we use a body force term f to define the moving trajectory following a typical direct-forcing approach [17, 31] . We consider the momentum equation being discretized in time as
where all right-hand-side terms are lumped nominally into (RHS). Here, first-order explicit time difference is used only for easy demonstration, and in practice, we use third-order Runge-Kutta/Crank-Nicolson scheme. The idea of direct-forcing is to use a body force term confined in the control region Ω c as
so that, an exact moving trajectory is defined by a prescribed velocity V(t). In summary, as shown in figure 1 for example, there are three kinds of domains: 1) overall Cartesian domain for everything, both fluid and solid; 2) elastic domain (triangles with thick lines in the figure); 3) solid domain for controlled/prescribed motion (dark area in the figure). The 2nd and 3rd domains are tracked by a separate Lagrangian mesh. 
II.B. Particle Tacking and Sensing
The environment to mimic the particles of interest and the way to track and sense them are sketched in figure 2 . There are five types of particles being marked in the figure:
(1): initial particles of interest. Particles are released at upstream location x = x 0 . They are uniformly distributed along y (and z for 3D) and released constantly with fixed time interval.
(2): free particles. After being released, particles are considered massless and small-size and travel along with the fluid flow. Here, we simply solveẋ
With pre-computed database of fully-coupled fluid-solid field, The particle speed u at location x is obtained through bilinear (or trilinear for 3D) interpolation from surrounding values on mesh points. To be consistent, the same 3rd order Runge-Kutta scheme as in the simulation [26] is used to update the location x.
(3): adsorbed particles and (4): reflected particles. When particles arrive at a pre-set detectable domain, they can be adsorbed by the sensor, where the particles are just laying on the surface of the wing, or they can be reflected back to the flow (and possibly be adsorbed/reflected again). Without involving details of sensor technique, a simple mechanism is implemented here for proof of concept. Here, we use a probability function to determine adsorption rate.
(5): expired particles. When the particle moves out of the computational domain, it expires and will not be tracked anymore. The status of particles is updated at each time step. When new particles are released, the initial particles become free particles. At each time step, the distance between the free particles and the surface of the airfoil or wing is checked. If the distance shows that the particle is within the detectable range, another check of adsorption or reflection is made by a probability function to determine if the particle needs to disappear or stay in the flow.
III. Results and discussion
Two cases are considered in this paper: 1) a two-dimensional flexible NACA0012 airfoil in plunging (with passive pitching and bending) motion; 2) a three-dimensional flexible wing in root flapping motion.
III.A. Two-dimensional flexible airfoil
A NACA0012 airfoil with cord length c = 0.5 is simulated in a square domain with −1.9225 < x < 1.9225 and −1.9225 < y < 1.9225. A 769 × 769 uniform Cartesian mesh. Control cells at the leading edge plunge at a speed v x = 0, v y = 2akπ cos 2kπt,
where a is the amplitude of oscillatory motion and k is the frequency. Reynolds number is based on the undeformed cord length c and incoming free-stream speed U , and is chosen at Re = 500 for all cases in this study. Before varying control parameters to study their effects on particle sensing, we choose a base case with flapping frequency k = 1, amplitude a = 0.1, nondimensional solid elastic shear modulus µ s = 1000 and mass ratio R ρ = 1.
Particles are released at x 0 = −1.5 and uniformly between −0.15 < y < 0.15. Once the flow is fully developed, N p1 = 200 particles are released every ∆t p = 0.02. For the total test period t p = 8, there are N p = 80000 particles released. For the base case, we choose the detectable range from the surface to be the same as the mesh size ∆r = ∆x and the adsorption probability P = 0.75.
III.A.1. Lagrangian structures of flow field
When trajectories of particles are shown, the flow field is essentially described in a Lagrangian point of view, which shows clearly Lagrangian Coherent Structures (LCS) [32, 33] . In figure 3(a) , the LCS of the reverse Kármán vortex street is shown by particles; and in figure 3(b) , the LCS is shown by the ridges of Finite-Time Lyapunov Exponents (FTLE) [33] [34] [35] . The LCS obtained from two different approaches matches each other well. For the clarity of the picture, in figure 3(a) , we only show part of the particles. In figure 4 , the distribution of particles and their interaction with the wing are shown by snapshots at different phases in one flapping cycle. For the same reason as before, only part of particles are shown here. It is clear that particles first interact in the leading-edge area, then some may get into the middle part and even the trailing edge of the wing which are protected by boundary layers and coherent vortex structures.
To have a more quantitative understanding, we divide the surface of the airfoil to 20 designated areas as shown in figure 5(a) . Figure 5(b) shows the distribution of the sensed particles counted in different areas. Now, it becomes clear that most particles are sensed near the leading-edge of the airfoil, the trailing-edge area captures a small amount, and there is almost nothing in the middle. In other words, the "protection" of boundary layers and vortices is "effective" in preventing the surface from interacting and sensing the "fresh" information carried by particles. The reason for a small capture at the tail is due to the blockage of flow by its large bending angle at certain phases. 
III.A.3. Effects of control parameters
The study of the base case suggests that placing sensors near the leading edge is an efficient way to detect information from surrounding fluid. However, such a situation may vary or become less prominent when some control parameters are altered. In figure 6 , the number of particles captured by different areas along the airfoil is shown while control parameters are changed. The results from different detectable range (figure 6a), adsorption probability (figure 6b), flapping amplitude (figure 6c) and flapping frequency (figure 6d) are shown. The variation of most control parameters changes only the overall amplitude of the distribution while the distribution itself remains almost the same. In other words, for above control parameters, the most efficient way of placing sensors is till to concentrate on the leading-edge area. However, there is one exception: when the flapping frequency is large enough, the count of particles suddenly increases in the tail areas. Such behavior change is explained in figure 7 by the very large deformation associated with high-frequency flapping. In this section, optimal sensor placement for three-dimensional flexible wing in root flapping motion is studied. As sketched in figure 8 , the skeleton (blue) prescribes root-flapping motion, and the wing (green) instead moves passively through fully-coupled interaction. One corner (blue) of the wing is fixed in place to keep the shape. The prescribed motion of the skeleton is defined by
III.B. Three-dimensional flexible wing
where Figure 9 shows distribution of particles detected by sensors for the case of α = 0
• . The distribution on upper surface of the wing is same as that on the lower surface by symmetry. It is shown that most particles are adsorbed near the trailing edge, and some particles scatter in an area right after the leading edge. Compared to NACA0012, the wing has much thinner leading edge, which allows more particles passing by. Meanwhile, the trailing edge is under larger deformation so that it captures more particles for adsorption. Along spanwise direction, the wing tip is more efficient in detecting particles because of larger area covered by its motion.
(a) (b) (c) Figure 9 . The distribution of particles detected by sensors on the wing for α = 0
• with different adsorption probability considered: (a)P = 0.5, (b)P = 0.75, (c)P = 1.0.
For flapping with an angle of attack α = 14
• , both upper and lower surfaces capture more particles. The wing tip and trailing edge area is still the most sensitive place. The angle of attack also makes the lower surface slightly better in particle count because of its motion towards the incoming flow.
For both cases, the increase of adsorption rate helps to get more particle count while similar distribution is observed. 
IV. Conclusion
In this paper, optimal sensor placement is studied by tracking massless small-size particles traveling with flow and interacting with flapping flexible wings. The basic idea is that the area getting more particle count should be a better choice to place sensors. A strong-coupling approach is used to simulate highly flexible wings interacting with surrounding fluid flows in a globally Eulerian framework for both fluid and solid. Once the simulation data are obtained, the particle tracking becomes a post-process which saves much computational time.
We first apply the approach on a two-dimensional flexible airfoil with active plunging and passive pitching motion. The leading edge appears to be the most appropriate place for particle adsorption and sensor placement as the result. Though we have changed particle detection range, adsorption rate, the amplitude and frequency of plunging motion, and the wing flexibility, the leading edge remains an optimal choice for sensor placement. For some cases, the trailing edge could become an alternative choice.
In the test on three-dimensional flexible flapping wings in forward flight, the conclusion is different. The trailing edge and wing tip area is instead the favorable place to put sensors. The particle detection can also benefit from adding angle of attack. For such flight, the most critical factor for sensor placement seems to be the effective blocking area against the flow which carries particles.
